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About This Game

Q-style VR tower defense strategy game. By simulating the true feeling of archery, you can choose single person mode or
multiple cooperation mode to guard your castle. The enemies will attack your castle from different paths, and what you should

pay attention is that different enemies have different moving speed, and it also will increase the movement speed and the
number of enemies. You need to focus your attention by using different traps and different bows and skills to kill enemies who

come from all the paths to attack your castle. With the pleasant music and q-style cartoon figures, it can make your protection to
your castle proceed in a relaxed atmosphere. Hurry up to invite your partners to guard your castle!
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Title: Wipe Out VR
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
PnagaeaVR
Publisher:
PnagaeaVR
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 | AMD FX-6100 | or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 700 series | AMD Radeon HD 7770 | or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space
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wipeout vr game. wipeout vr ps4. wipeout vr review ign. wipeout vr test. wipeout vr multiplayer. wipeout vr oculus. wipeout
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Build and protect your base from zombies. Many different constructions, easy to learn and nice graphics. All this can be delayed
in the game for a couple of nights.. Don´t buy it, just don´t. Developers haven´t made an update in months and they won´t even
talk to the people that bought their ♥♥♥♥♥♥ unfinished game. Stay away.. Pretty cool story, enjoyable for people that like
quests.. Very addictive I give it four out of five. At the moment I'm working my way through the Test series of the 1970s. Does
anyone else think they have a favourite era? Setting the squads in Tournament mode takes time. But if you have a shelf of
Wisdens is possible.. why do I play this game if I don't reccomend it? the story and thats IT. some of the puzzles are impossible
or just plain guess work. The story, the characters and their voice acting, and the scenarios are all very good but in all honesty
thats ALL.. so as im not youtube famous were i get paid thousands to say good things about games i guess ill just be honest.
this game getting better with every update . i have played this game since the first release and it was♥♥♥♥♥♥to be honest not
a lot to do on it now we are here and its come on leaps and bounds and the potential of it is huge. i hope ten tree games push it as
far as they can (and donate me a awesome pc so i can keep up)
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I don't know what this is.... But I like it a lot.. The game is truly an experience of its own. Not only is it a great bullethell-type
game, but the whole game revolves around typing, which is an original thought. Also the pixelart and overall style of the game
looks awesome. 8/10. I wrote a review too long for Steam. I cut the stories (and some less important parts), so, check the store page
to read them.

Hidden Object Bundle 6 in 1 is the new pack from Alawar to discover the genre. So, are the games worthy of your wallet?

Kronville

While the plot was initially interesting, I found myself a little lost with new elements thrown. However, what's interesting in
this game is that the concept of using dreams to solve the mystery is well used. Here, fairy tales are used and villains are the
man haunting the sleep of the children.

The gameplay is standard. However, contrary to most games of the genre, here, you have many alternatives for the hidden
objects scenes. And you have even to interact in them before getting the list of words or shapes! My only problem are the
puzzles: many of them are difficult to understand, even when looking the help. I ended up to skip the most of them, as they
frustrated me faster than usual.

The graphics are good and sad at the same time: only the dreams are colorful, even in the drama they're representing.
Kronville seems so without life, without any light... But that's why you're thinking that there is an evil entity roaming in it, a
paranormal one. The soundtrack is correct too.

Panopticon

The plot is well written: you have some interesting twists and you don't have any plotholes. Besides, I must admit that I'm
quite impressed with it. I was in reality expecting an average game, don't ask me why I was convinced that it would be a
disaster.

The gameplay is the standard one. However, the game come with two difficulties. But it will not change the easiness of the
hidden objects list or the puzzles. It means that you don't get frustrated during the game for these parts. It doesn't mean that
the rest is flowing like that: sometimes, some actions, despite having the right items, can't be done before going elsewhere.
The inventory, once locked, can be unlocked because you misclicked, which is annoying (the button is in the middle, that's
why many misclicks can happen when you want to go back).

The journey through different worlds is also a nice one: everything is colorful. While I love darker hidden objects, I'm also
sensible to those showing me a magical path. The graphics are nice, however, I liked less the fact that the characters looked
like they're not belonging to the scenes. The soundtrack was also very pleasant.

Panopticon itself can justify to buy the bundle.

Cruel Games

The game has an interesting plot: usually, fairy tales HO games are set in a fantasy world or in dreams or are the subject in
themselves. Here, Red Riding Hood is in a modern era, with a killer you're trying to catch, by being a victim of him. The
twist at the end is also shocking, though I understood where it was heading in the last scene, by looking closely at some
details.

If you read the gameplay passages above, you'll know that nothing is new: puzzles, list of items to find... Everything is very
easy, however, some items or interesting areas aren't really clicking in your head: they're really near the wolf head, serving
as hint. So, your sight is actually set on it instead of what's around.

As the time is our present days, you think that you'll visit normal locations. However, between an abandoned casino hotel and
a cemetary, the only modern locations are the bar, gas station, motel and docks. Everything is set during the night, with a
persistent rain. However, the serial killer is also fan of dummies: you'll find them a lot in the game, impersonating real
people (you think someone is in the motel room, but it's a wooden doll) for example. The soundtrack is also fitting.
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Cruel Games is also a nice game, which means that already, half of the bundle is enjoyable.

Lake House

The plot could have been better if it wasn't spoiled early. Indeed, the only alive person you meet at first is easily recognized.
The only question that stays is your role in the whole story. I must say that I regretted that move. However, the rest is pretty
much interesting, like the fact that key moments from the past are on microfilms and are seen thanks to a projector.

The gameplay is pretty classic - however, the hidden objects scenes aren't as easy as I thought, as I've played Lake House
after the three mentionned above. Indeed, some objects are well hidden. As far for the puzzles, they're pretty normal and
easy for the most of them.

The graphics are correct, though you don't stay as I've expected in the house: you visit the town around, deserted because of a
persistent fog that appeared suddenly. Everything around seems creepy: dummies everywhere so that the only living being
doesn't feel lonely, abandoned buildings, a woman that is appearing from nowhere. The soundtrack is correct as the voice
actings.

The game is a collector's edition, meaning that you have a chapter bonus where you're finally the woman and where you need
to go back to the house to destroy the mask. Once played, you'll unlock bonus: videos, concept arts and wallpapers.

While I didn't enjoy it as much as I've enjoyed the three before, Lake House isn't disappointing.

The Other Side

I was expecting this game to be a tale into a fantasy world, given the fact that the cat is shown on the header. However,
reading the synopsys made me wonder where it was headed. The story isn't really a strengh here. However, the cat is probably
the best feature. Indeed, while he's kinda ironic, he always has something to say AND he's full of hints towards what you
should do. Where I was expecting him to be boring and annoying, I found him very funny.

The game comes with two endings and with two difficulties. However, it could have been a collector's edition because you
have a shop where you buy clothes, glasses or jewelry for the cat, with interesting bonus tied to them (-25% of time for
charging hint for example). You have to find cat paw prints in the hidden objects scenes or in the levels, there are more than
100. Also, you have ingame achievements.

The graphics are quite good: they're not creepy despite the story but they're colorful. As for the soundtrack, it's correct.

However, the fact that the game wanted me to install something to play it isn't really something I liked. I refused it and it
didn't change anything in the game. Also, when I did a right click, I discovered that it was a flash game.

Despite that, The Other Side: Tower of Souls is a good surprise.

Mexicana

The story didn't disappoint me though I didn't expect the girl to be part of this special world. Besides, I loved the fact that
they used a celebration elsewhere than in USA as the beginning. It's a nice way to discover some traditions for this special
day.

As for the gameplay, it's the standard one. Indeed, between puzzles and hidden objects scenes, you don't have anything new,
even if you have to search for pages of a codex. Everything is well-balanced.

For the graphics, they're really nice: the afterworld is colorful, without real sadness or creepy location in it. I loved also the
cutscenes presenting every character. It reminded me of Borderlands. As for the soundtrack, it was really enjoyable. I loved
the fact that it was an ambiance that sticked to the mexican celebration or at least, in a latino style.
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Seriously, Mexicana didn't disappoint me. It was a really good game, I've spent an agreable moment with it, so I'm very
happy to see that this bundle of 6 games was a bundle of joy.

Conclusion

I was relieved to see that none of the game were a joke. Sure, they're not all of the same quality but the difference is tiny.
Alawar made a nice pick for the bundle. For the price, it's a very nice surprise here. Right now, given the fact that none of
the games are released yet on Steam, go for it. Hours spent in it will be very enjoyable.. What can I say? These three games
are amazing. This release is really good. I think this is well worth the money. These games are a must play. Brings me back to
the good ole days lol.. Mechanically, it is a great game, however the community is all but dead.. As much as I like the game I
can't recommend this Steam version. It worked for a while, but now when I launch the game it crashes. I've tried various
fixes, but the game just will not start. Running Windows 10 x64 with Nvidia.
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